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time for change
The future of classical music is dependent on those of 
us in the music industry introducing the music to the 
widest audiences possible. We can no longer rely on 
the traditional channels alone but need to be proac-
tive in reaching out and this needs to include under-
served communities as well, whether they be compos-
ers, teachers, or students. These efforts will hopefully 
enable us to not only capture the imagination of future 
musicians, but more importantly bring greater depth 
to the diversity of classical music. For too long classical 
music has been defined by a very singular profile, and it 
is our intent to broaden this as much as possible. 

We feel these actions must start in early education, 
namely elementary and secondary schools. Students 
at this age have a natural love of music, and music en-
courages students to work together and look past dif-
ferences. Unfortunately, music programs have been 
the greatest casualty of state budget cuts which has 
only limited access to an ever more narrow group of 
participants. 

For our part, we at Carl Fischer are taking several efforts 
to increase inclusivity, and I encourage you to refer to 
Page 6 for two examples of actions we are taking.  We 
want to help music teachers who are trying to make 
a difference and instill the love of music in students 
that may not have otherwise been included. We also 
believe that for classical music to benefit from the 
richness that diversity can encourage, the music 
itself must come from various backgrounds, and 
that is why we are seeking music from various cul-
tures by opening up submissions to anyone who 
would like to contribute to the educational band 
and orchestra repertoire.

In addition, with an eye towards diversifying the 
makeup of composers in the field, we’re looking 
for an impactful program dedicated to support-
ing young composers from underrepresented 
groups, and we welcome suggestions from the 

community.

We’re excited to be part of the change we want to 
see happen in classical music. We hope you’ll join us 

on this journey.

—Sonya Kim
CEO, Carl Fischer
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PROGRAMMING 
FOR SUCCESS

 

Helpful Tips from 
our Orchestra Editor,  
Todd Parrish
Select music that represents the strengths and 
weaknesses of the orchestra.

Each school orchestra has stronger and weaker 
sections. The stronger sections can be given more 
exposed parts that carry the melody. Weaker 
sections should not be given music that is above 
their current technique. Drawing attention to 
weaker sections by over-challenging them will 
create bad morale in the orchestra.

Teach the needed technique before students encounter it in the music. 

Before receiving the music, teachers should introduce the notes through method 
books or scale studies. This also applies to rhythms, which should be taught in a 
methodical way before encountering them in music.

Don’t play music that is too difficult. It will frustrate students.

Students naturally want to play difficult music because they want to feel like they 
are progressing. Teachers should choose repertoire that contains a majority of 
mastered concepts with some newer concepts. When students feel successful, 
they will love playing more. 

Sounding good on easier music motivates them to want to continue. Little steps of 
success should happen along the way. 
One of the questions teachers should ask themselves when selecting repertoire 
is “Will this make my group sound good?” When choosing music for a concert or 
festival, choose only one “challenging” piece that contains newly-learned concepts. 
The other selections should be at or slightly below their current skill level.

Do a little technique work every day before scales and repertoire. 

Technique requires daily reinforcement to reach mastery. Breaking techniques 
such as shifting and bowing down into small repetitive sections allows students to 
focus on one thing at a time. Students should be working on tone, intonation, and 
rhythm apart from the repertoire they are studying.
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2019-2020 
NEW MUSIC FOR STRING ORCHESTRA

Grade - 1½
Bright River - Kathryn Griesinger ..................... FAS113

Crown of Aragon - Seth Bedford ...................... FAS112

Rejoice, East and West 
Deborah Baker Monday ...................................... FAS115

Siberian Hunt - Aaron Fryklund ........................ FAS114

Grade - 2
Canzone - Todd Parrish ......................................YAS193

Silver Moon - Yukiko Nishimura .......................YAS192

Winter Reverie - Kathryn Griesinger ................YAS191

Grade - 2½
Apparitions - Doug Spata ..................................YAS194

Cold Fusion - Peter Terry ...................................YAS195

Ignite - Kathryn Griesinger .................................YAS196

Perpetuum - Paul Barker ...................................YAS197

Veni, Veni, Emmanuel 
Michael John Trotta .............................................YAS198

Grade - 3
Arachnid’s Lair - Kirt Mosier .............................CAS118

Emerald Melodies - Sam Gelfer ........................CAS120

Polovtsian Dances 
Alexander Borodin arr. Sam Gelfer ...................CAS119

Grade - 3½
7th Street Beat - Lauren Bernofsky .................CAS123

Arrowhead - Doug Spata ...................................CAS124

Chimera - Eric Davis ............................................CAS125

Titan X - Paul Barker ...........................................CAS122

To the Ocean - Yukiko Nishimura .....................CAS121

Grade - 5
Symphony No. 2  
”Romantic” - 1st Mvt 
Howard Hanson arr. Todd Parrish ......................... AS66

We’re committed to putting out new repertoire that helps your kids shine their brightest. 
Whether it’s learning to play in a new key or practicing their pizzicato, we’ve got you covered.

Carl Fischer. Helping Educators and Musicians Shine.
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WE WANT TO SEE YOU SHINE

From conversations on social media to think-pieces on popular blogs to discussions 
at international industry conventions, recent years have brought a heightened 
awareness of diversity to the classical music community. We want to be part of the 
wave that makes change in the world. This change will not happen overnight, but we 
believe that if every organization and every individual contributes, we can and will 
drive progress. We’ve created two measures based on our research that we believe 
will be the most impactful. Read more about how we came to these measures at 
carlfischer.com/diversity. Let’s work together!

$1000 WORTH OF REPERTOIRE  
AND METHODS
Here at Carl Fischer Music, we believe 
that diversity in classical music starts 
with early education, and we are inspired 
by the power that educators have to 
lift up students of all kinds. That’s why 
we’re excited to announce that we will 
award ten diversity grants of $1000 of 
repertoire and methods to ten U.S. 
school music programs with concrete 
plans to support the underrepresented 
young musicians in their communities. 
How could $1000 of repertoire and 
methods free up funds in your budget 
for diversity measures?

It could be helping out with instrument 
rental or private lessons, providing 
students with method books, kicking 
off a tutoring program, or setting up a 
mentorship program to promote career 
awareness at your school—you tell us! 
Let’s start this journey together.

Find out more details about how to 
apply at carlfischer.com/diversitygrants

CALL FOR COMPOSER SUBMISSIONS

We want to hear your works for edu-
cational orchestra and band. We’re all 
about everything educational reper-
toire, so show us what you got!

Learn how to submit your compositions 
at carlfischer.com/submissions

We’re excited to announce that our top 
tips for writing for educational orches-
tra and band will go public in early 2020. 
Completely FREE and open to the public 
online, it will give composers the nitty-
gritty info they need to navigate writing 
for these educational ensembles.

For composers, their first experiences 
with composition may not come un-
til middle or high school age. With an 
eye towards diversifying the makeup of 
composers in the field, we’re excited to 
be on the lookout for an impactful pro-
gram dedicated to supporting diverse 
young composers, and we welcome 
suggestions from the community.
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Air on the G-String

J.S.Bach / arr. Doris Gazda

The 
famous 

Bach 
air 

is 
exquisitely 

arranged 

for string orchestra by 

master pedagogue and 

composer/arranger 
Do-

ris Gazda. The teaching 

opportunities 
with 

this 

expert arrangement are 

limitless.
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Symphony No. 2 

“Romantic”

Howard Hanson 

arr. Todd Parrish

Symphony No. 2 by Howard 

Hanson is one of the most 

popular 
American 

Sym-

phonies ever written, and 

is played regularly by ma-

jor 
symphony 

orchestras 

around the world. Musicians 

will experience true sym-

phonic beauty in this exqui-

site arrangement for strings 

and harp.

AS66

Canarios

Gaspar Sanz

arr. Deborah Baker Monday

A 
delightful 

arrangement 

in D major of a movement 

taken from the Suite Espa-

nola by Gaspar Sanz which 

engages all sections of the 

ensemble in the interplay 

between 6/8 and 3/4.  

CAS114 – Grade 3

Bells!
(Les Cloches)

Jean Fery Rebel/arr. Doris Gazda

The joyous sound of cathedral 

bells rings out in this bright piece 

originally composed for piano. The 

delightful melody gives the violins 

a chance to really use their fingers, 

while the lower voices provide a 

great supporting role throughout. 

The chime part is optional, but cer-

tainly lends more of the sound of 

bells to the piece. A cheerful addi-

tion to any program! 

CAS68 - Grade 3
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de 3

Polovtsian Dances

Alexander Borodin 

arr. Samuel Gelfer

These 
timeless 

melodies 

from 
Alexander 

Borodin 

have been lifted from the 

original 
score, 

arranged 

for strings, and transposed 

into the friendlier key of G 

Major. Includes triplets, syn-

copation, ornaments, 16th 

note rhythms, and slurs.

CAS119 – Grade 3

CLASSICAL ARRANGEMENTS
FOR STRING ORCHESTRA

Timeless masterpieces of the orchestral repertoire, in approachable arrangements that 
don’t just preserve all the glory of the original: They help your kids learn!
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We believe that exposure to the 
masterworks of the genre should 
be a key part of a child's orches-
tral education, even starting from 
an early age. We're excited to an-
nounce the arrival of the first of 
our 20th Century Masterworks 
Series, the first movement from 
Howard Hanson's Symphony No. 2 
“Romantic.” 

This sweepingly beautiful classic 
has made its way into the hearts 
of many, even becoming a regu-
lar part of every Interlochen Arts 
concert. Now for the first time, 
Orchestra Editor and long-time 
educator Todd Parrish has made 
this masterwork accessible, in an 
arrangement for String Orchestra 
and Harp that retains all the mu-
sicality of the original.

Symphony No. 2 “Romantic”
First Movement
Howard Hanson / arr. Todd Parrish
#AS66

INTRODUCING:
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CONCERT & FESTIVAL 
PROGRAMMING SUGGESTIONS

Time to get adjudication-ready. Are you ready for your close-up?  
Perfect pieces to show off just what you and your kids have accomplished this year.

Rigadoon
Henry Purcell
arr. Doris Gazda
A classic Henry Purcell piece for the 
youngest of students. Your orchestra will 
be able to achieve a full sound with the 
work’s limited technical demands.
PAS6 - Grade ½ 

Luminescence
Alan Lee Silva
This piece grabs you right from the start 
with a sharp, confident opening, and is 
followed by wonderfully lyrical melodies 
that soar over the more angular accom-
paniments.
FAS67 - Grade 1½

Centrifuge
Kathryn Griesinger
A vortex of expanding and falling energy, 
with easy finger patterns in first position. 
Centrifuge is a whirlwind of excitement, 
and it is well within the reach of develop-
ing players. Piano part is optional.
YAS183 - Grade 2

The Code
Alan Lee Silva
The Code could be the theme for the next 
show in the Law and Order franchise! Full 
of mystery, restlessness and lyrical over-
tones, this work will make your group 
sound simply awe-inspiring.
YAS96 - Grade 2

Night Ride
Deborah Baker Monday
This work exemplifies Monday’s serious, 
intriguing and deep style that orchestra 
directors have grown to love.
YAS94 - Grade 2

Ancient Flower
Yukiko Nishimura
A long, sensitive, and mysterious melody 
line will take you to another world. Its in-
ner melodies are fun to play, and you can 
hear them dance around the main melo-
dy as the piece develops.
YAS120 - Grade 2½

Dies Irae: Fantasia
Deborah Baker Monday
The Dies Irae is a hymn from the 13th cen-
tury based on a poem describing the day 
of judgment, with the Latin words trans-
lating to mean “day of wrath.” Students 
will explore the many techniques used in 
composing this fantasy, and there is also 
the opportunity to have students engage 
in critical listening activities to recognize 
the Dies Irae in many musical master-
pieces.
CAS70 - Grade 3

Water Reflections
Yukiko Nishimura
A stunningly beautiful piece for the more 
advanced ensemble. The melodies are 
gorgeous, the harmonies are thick and 
lush, and there is nice interplay between 
all of the sections of the orchestra.
CAS94 - Grade 3½

Forest Incantations
Alan Lee Silva
This active, “edge of your seat” composi-
tion provides all sections of the string or-
chestra with unique and satisfying musi-
cal challenges.
CAS72 - Grade 4

Adventure on  
Bainbridge Island
Alan Lee Silva
This stunning depiction of the beauty of 
Bainbridge Island located in the Puget 
Sound in Washington State captures the 
pure natural beauty of this area is equally 
matched to the exquisite beauty of this 
new piece.
CAS86 - Grade 4

Sinfonia In D 
(First Movement)
Johann Stamitz
arr. Elizabeth Green
Advantageously arranged for string or-
chestra, this ideal school orchestra mate-
rial. This movement from the Sinfonia is 
enjoyed by players and audience alike.
AS57

Rhythmic Variations On 
Two Ancient Hymns
Howard Hanson
Using two tunes from the Scandinavian 
tradition he was born into, Hanson cre-
ated a masterful study in textures and 
rhythms that deserves to be seen as the 
modern classic that it is.
AS62
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CELEBRATE THE EARTH
It’s up to us to treasure the wonder of this great earth and protect it for future generations.

Verdant Meadows
Bruce Tippette
The imagery of a lush, green meadow helps set the 
stage for Verdant Meadows. Alternating between legato 
melodies and staccato harmonies. The piece ends with 
a Maestoso section.
BAS78 - Grade 1

Golden Fields
Alan Lee Silva
Give your students the gift of this wistful tune with op-
tional piano. It is easy to play, yet has much to offer mu-
sically. This wonderfully orchestrated piece offers each 
student the opportunity to play an important role.
FAS23 - Grade 1½

Interlude “Nightfall”
Yukiko Nishimura
Featuring long phrases in a slow tempo, Interlude “Night-
fall” is a perfect composition to teach musicianship with 
young students using dramatic harmonies.
FAS110 - Grade 2

Kilimanjaro
Alan Lee Silva
A musical depiction of the African mountain Kilimanjaro 
is bold and aggressive in spots and lush and lyrical in oth-
ers.  It is exactly why we love the music of Alan Lee Silva 
so much.
YAS136 - Grade 2

Le Printemps
Ruth Elaine Schram
This piece brings images of springtime to the listener’s 
mind.  The rhythmic patterns illustrate the patter of rain-
drops or of flowers bursting into bloom. The beautiful 
melodies in the piece engage players and audiences.
YAS178 - Grade 2

In the Sun
Yukiko Nishimura
This music is full of energy and spirit. Composed in rondo 
form, the main theme appears repeatedly, alternating 
with contrasting sections. A peaceful section with legato 
melodies and warm harmonies make this piece a perfect 
concert opener.
YAS188 - Grade 2½

Ignite
Kathryn Griesinger
Feel the intensity and fire of an exciting adventure in this 
electric work for string orchestra. Written in A minor, the 
musical journey takes players through a series of unex-
pected modal shifts using easy accidentals, edgy syn-
copation, and accented rhythms to maintain a sense of 
danger and momentum.
YAS196 - Grade 2½

Chesapeake Sails
Joseph Compello
With memorable melodies and highly effective string writ-
ing, this original title is exceptionally well crafted but keeps 
within the skill limits of the young student.  The principal 
tune is reminiscent of a sailboat gliding over the waves and 
its beauty demonstrates Compello’s knack for string writ-
ing. There’s an optional high part for your advanced first 
violinists. A great addition to any concert!
YAS21 - Grade 2½

Cherry Tree
Yukiko Nishimura
This piece is a sound painting of the loveliness of the cherry 
tree. It starts with a lush melody as you admire the true 
beauty of these trees in full bloom, followed by the rattling 
of the wind as the buds blow off the trees and dance in the 
wind. This is a musical statement of beauty in every way 
from composer Yukiko Nishimura.
CAS88 - Grade 3

Spring Forward
Mark Revell
Mark Revell’s Spring Forward is composed in a similar style 
to his commercial music (such as his LG Signature com-
mercial, found in this YouTube link). This work was written 
to express the joys of spring and should be played in as a 
lively manner as possible.
CAS109 - Grade 3½

To the Ocean
Yukiko Nishimura
To the Ocean expresses a sea-faring voyage filled with ex-
citement and hope. The ocean changes its look in different 
situations, which is shown in the varied harmonic progres-
sions. Like the ocean, the music changes colors and atmo-
sphere. Students will use staccato and legato in various 
scenes of the music in the often neglected key of A Ma-
jor. Enjoy sailing across the ocean in this musical journey 
around the world. Other pieces by Yukiko Nishimura about 
sea journies include Sailing! and Blue Water.
CAS121 - Grade 3½

Forest Incantations
Alan Lee Silva
From the opening ensemble marcato accents and the driv-
ing sixteenth-note unisons in the low strings, Forest Incan-
tations is a compelling musical statement from the very 
beginning. This active, edge of your seat composition pro-
vides all sections of the string orchestra with unique and 
satisfying musical challenges. This is one of Alan Silva’s best 
to date.
CAS72 - Grade 4
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IT’S SPRING!
The hardest part of the year is behind you and it’s time to have fun!  

Keep them engaged with lighthearted and easy-to-play pieces.

Bright River
Kathryn Griesinger
Inspired by the sight of sunlight sparkling on moving wa-
ter, the joyous, expansive melody is woven through the 
sections allowing developing players to shine. Easy eighth 
note patterns in the G major scale, make this uplifting work 
a pleasant addition to any concert.
FAS113 - Grade 1½

Tour of California
Alan Lee Silva
Consisting of gorgeous contemporary harmonic colors 
combined with beautiful lyric melodies, this music portrays 
images of the beautiful open spaces. It is perfect for con-
test or concert performance and makes for a lovely addi-
tion to any concert.
FAS46 - Grade 1½

Canzone
Todd Parrish
Canzone, pronounced “can-zone-ay,” is the Italian word for 
“song.” It offers young students the opportunity to work on 
tone production, 3/4 time, staccato to legato articulations, 
and dynamic contrasts. High third finger C sharps in Violin 
2 and Viola. Cellos will practice extensions to C sharp. Violin 
1 has an optional 8va at the end. The elegance and beauty 
of this work will advance tone quality. 
YAS193 - Grade 2

Le Printemps
Ruth Elaine Schram
The title of this piece, Le Printemps, is French for “the spring-
time.” This piece brings images of springtime to the listen-
er’s mind.   The rhythmic pattern that begins in the bass 
and works its way up to the violins illustrates the patter of 
raindrops or of flowers bursting into bloom. The beautiful 
melodies in the piece engage players and audiences.
YAS178 - Grade 2

Primula
Yukiko Nishimura
Fresh, flowing, and beautiful best describe this new com-
position from Yukiko Nishimura. She sets out to express 
the feeling of joy at the coming of spring. The piece is lush, 
then light, introspective then happy. It takes the listener on 
such a wonderful journey. Everyone will enjoy this remark-
able piece.
YAS140 - Grade 2

Pioneer Hoedown
Matt Turner
A light piece with catchy melodies, Pioneer Hoedown con-
jures the images and sounds of barn and prairie dances of 
the yesteryears.
YAS180 - Grade 2

Southland in the Springtime
Alan Lee Silva
An impressive composition for intermediate students 
that seems to float on air.  Show off the musicianship of 
your orchestra at contest or festival!
YAS110 - Grade 2

7th Street Beat
Lauren Bernofsky
This piece is fun and unique, with beatbox percussion in 
the parts of all the instruments which imitates the per-
cussive effects normally made by a drum set. Highly rec-
ommended is the optional improvisation section. 
CAS123 - Grade 3½

Cherry Tree
Yukiko Nishimura
This piece is a sound painting of the loveliness of the 
cherry tree in full bloom dancing in the wind. This is a 
musical statement of beauty in every way.
CAS88 - Grade 3

Arrowhead
Doug Spata
An adventurous challenge for advancing string players, 
featuring approachable chromatic notes (mostly extend-
ed B-flats, D-sharps and G-sharps), enharmonic spellings, 
and 16th note patterns. The ABA form explores both the 
6/8 and 3/4 time signatures in the key of B minor.
CAS124 - Grade 3½

Emerald Melodies
Traditional / arr. Samuel Gelfer
A medley of Celtic and American fiddle tunes, Star of the 
County Down, Another Jig Will Do, Coleraine and Lost Indian 
in multiple compound meters.
CAS120 - Grade 3

Reels and Reverie
Alan Lee Silva
Influenced by Irish music, Reels and Reverie strikes a 
dramatic tone from the start with its driving original jig 
melody. There is an effortless flowing nature to the Irish-
style melody that is contrasted by a lush lyrical theme. 
This is a challenging work, but worth the effort.
CAS96 - Grade 3½

Petite Suite: “Beautiful Flowers”
Yukiko Nishimura
A four movement work of contrasting "flower" themes 
played continuously. Each movement has a different 
style and feel that describe the titles of each move-
ment: Blooming, Shiny Day, Sunset Waltz, and Toward 
the Blue Sky. It is a wonderful and serious new work for  
advancing ensembles.
CAS93 - Grade 4
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WINTER & HOLIDAY 
PROGRAMMING

Chanukah Lights  
and Dreydls
Doris Gazda
Two of the most popular Chanukah 
tunes are arranged here in this simple 
work, perfect for young students to 
have a successful first winter concert.
PAS16 - Grade ½

Siberian Hunt
Aaron Fryklund
An exciting and adventurous work with 
fierce energy. The parts are balanced so 
all players can feel like they are an im-
portant piece of the orchestra.
FAS114 - Grade 1½

Northern Lights
Alan Lee Silva
Evocative, melodically distinguished, 
and cleverly scored to help a young or-
chestra sound their best.
FAS103 - Grade 1½

Rejoice, East and West
Deborah Baker Monday
A medley of O Come, O Come Emmanuel 
and Joy to the World.  This arrangement 
teaches students dynamic contrast, 
tempo changes, slurs and ties.
FAS115 - Grade 1½

Wenceslas
Deborah Baker Monday
This exceptionally fresh and different 
take on a popular Christmas song is per-
fect for your next holiday concert.
FAS91 - Grade 1½

‘Tis the Season
Doris Gazda
Respected veteran composer and edu-
cator Doris Gazda is an expert in making 
your young orchestra sound fantastic 
and accomplished, and this lovely ar-
rangement of the melodies from Good 
King Wenceslas and Deck the Halls will do 
just that. Your students will be sure to 
revel in the celebration of the Christmas 
season along with the audience.
FAS63 - Grade 1½

Away In A Manger
arr. Ruth Elaine Schram
With flowing lines and fresh harmonic 
treatments, this is an exceptionally col-
orful arrangement of two different ver-
sions of this beautiful carol.
YAS138 - Grade 2

Light the Candles!
Deborah Baker Monday
A stunning change of pace for the holi-
day season, this work provides you with 
an opportunity to spice up your pro-
gram with the music of Chanukah.
YAS105 - Grade 2

Snowflake
Yukiko Nishimura
This floating, delicate work, featur-
ing long melody lines and plenty 
of sustaining harmonies will al-
low your students to truly “sing 
from the heart” with their in-
struments.
YAS78 - Grade 2

Winter Reverie
Kathryn Griesinger
Peaceful scenes of qui-
et, gentle snow are re-
flected in this nostalgic 
melody for intermediate 
strings. This is the quint-
essential sound for any 
winter concert.
YAS191 - Grade 2

Veni, Veni  
Emmanuel
Michael John Trotta 
The light and buoyant treatment 
of this familiar melody grows and 
subsides in musical swells, provid-
ing unmistakable forward motion.
YAS198 - Grade 2½

Carol of the Bells
arr. Bill Calhoun
A unique arrangement of an old 
holiday favorite, ending in a major 
key that gives it a surprising, uplift-
ing close.
CAS55 - Grade 3

We Three Kings
arr. Sean O’Loughlin
This setting of the popular car-
ol, We Three Kings, is highly styl-
ized and musically sophisticated.
CAS76 - Grade 3

Nutcracker Suite
arr. Bud Caputo
These abridged movements are sure to 
be crowd-pleasers around the winter 
holidays.
CAS110 - Grade 3½

We’ve got just the right combo of 
familiarity and freshness to bring the 

joy of the season to your students, their 
parents, and to you! With selections that 

are fun, familiar, and easy to put together, 
you’ll be feeling festive in no time!
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CN19054

YOU INSPIRE US!

Carl Fischer. Helping Educators and Musicians Shine.

Share how you shine and tag @CarlFischerMusic
for a chance to be featured on our social media
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